GLI-COTTONMOUTH provides GPS coverage for any tactical wheeled vehicle. This means carry-on military and commercial GPS receivers will get satellite signals inside the following: HMMWV, JLTV, M-ATV, GMV, Land Rover, Bushmaster, and others. Soldiers have satellite connectivity and situational awareness prior to dismounting the vehicle. A GPS receiver (including the DAGR) will experience no loss in signal coverage as it moves out of a vehicle equipped with GPS Live Inside.

- Supports options not available in any other repeater
- Outperforms retransmission systems costing several thousand dollars more.
- Provides signal to DAGR, MicroDAGR, PLGR, and others.

This GPS Source Inc. technology is used by Land Warrior units aboard Stryker, RG-33 and M1151 vehicles.

Dismounted Warfighter Missions Can Immediately Deploy with No Delay in GPS Reception.

Provides GPS Signal for These Apps and More...

- DAGR, MicroDAGR, PLGR
- Toughbook Computer
- FalconView
- TacticompTM
- Parachutists NavAid
- JPADS AGU & Dropsonde
- Compatible with Garmin Fortrex, Garmin 60, Magellan Triton or any Commercial GPS Receivers

GPS DAGR Repeater

- 100% GPS signal compatible with all military and commercial receivers, regardless of complexity
- Combat Proven Core Technology - Highly reliable system that supports demanding combat operations
- Waterproof & EMI Sealed - Built for extreme mission environments
- Multiple battery power options
- LED’s on hardware and NVG compatible - Easy to recognize that system is operational
- Engineered for easy installation and operation, (including a pictorial user manual) - Missions stay on schedule!

NSN: 582-601-625-1634 Navigation Set, Satellite Signals - CTNM
GPS Retransmission Kit

- Echo II LRU
- Active Antenna (RA-1)
- Passive Antenna
- RF and Power Cabling
- All Mounting Hardware
- Multiple Power Options
  - 12/28V vehicle
  - BA5590 series
  - Other options (Call us!)
- Standard military connectors
- Ruggedized carrying case
- User/installation manual
- 1-year warranty of full system

Flexible. . .
Adjust Coverage for any Vehicle, From HMMWV to Bushmaster

- HMMWV (all variants)
- GMV
- JLTV
- M-ATV
- Land Rover
- Bushmaster

This list is not all inclusive. Call us today if your vehicle is not on this list. We have several, safe, dependable solutions for any kind of vehicle.